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CENTOGENE AG, a world-leading company in the characterization and  diagnostic of
rare hereditary diseases, announces the appointment of  Richard Stoffelen as its Chief
Financial Officer. Richard joined  CENTOGENE April 1st, 2016, providing international
expertise in global  financial topics and leadership in the IPO plans of CENTOGENE. 

  

“Richard has over 25 years  of broad experience with international audit functions covering the
full  width of governance and risk concepts. His expertise, combined with his  extensive change
management (communication) skills will ensure that the  finance organization will enable the
company to continue to drive  growth, capitalizing on the growing worldwide demand for genetic
testing  which in turn will drive further efficienc, financial governance and  risk management
across the full spectrum of the financial operations.  His huge experience and know-how, also in
IPO processes, will support us  in our further global growth”, stated Prof. Arndt Rolfs, CEO
CENTOGENE  AG.

  

Richard Stoffelen  previously served as Head of Internal Audit at Holcim, a listed  multinational
company in Switzerland; from 1991 to 2013 he was active in  different Audit- and
Management-positions at a multitude of locations  with KPMG, eg Chicago, Frankfurt, Hong
Kong and the Netherlands. He  graduated as a Dutch CPA with the NBA and Tilburg
University-the  Netherlands, with further executive education programs at Harvard  Business
School, Insead (Executive MBA), IMD and IESE.

  

Actual CFO Christine Uekert will remain with the company as Senior VP Finance and
Administration.

  

Richard commented, "I am  honored to have the opportunity to join CENTOGENE AG and help
transform  the company into the global finance markets and business models based on  the
excellent work already being done by my colleague, Christine  Uekert, the former CFO who
decided to move in the new position due to  private reasons. Together we will be able to start
the planned IPO  process, to complete attractive strategic deals, to raise capital, and  to
manage the further expansion of Centogene. I’m thrilled to work in  such a fascinating
environment with Arndt Rolfs, the Board and the  entire management team, in guiding genetics
into a new era."
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Agence 131 , l’unique agence de recrutement qui propose aux DRH et dirigeantsd’entreprises, des candidatures de surdoués  
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http://www.agence131.com/

